Introduction 44 Cells are autocatalytic in that they require themselves for emergence. The origin of the first 45 cells from the elements on the early Earth roughly 4 billion years ago (Baross, 2018 (Fuchs, 2011; Goldford et al., 2017; Semenov et al., 2016) . In theory, sets of organic 51 3 molecules should be able to form autocatalytic systems (Dyson, 1982; Eigen and Schuster, 52 1977; Kauffman, 1971) , which, if provided with a supply of starting 'food' molecules, can 53 emerge spontaneously and proliferate via constraints imposed by substrates, catalysts, or 54 thermodynamics (Kauffman, 1986) . Autocatalytic sets have attracted considerable interest as 55 transitory intermediates between chemical systems and genetically encoded proteins at the 56 origin of life (Hordijk et al., 2010; Kauffman, 1986 Of special interest for metabolic evolution are a class of mathematical objects called 61 Reflexively Autocatalytic Food-generated networks-RAFs-in which each reaction is 62 catalyzed by a molecule from within the network and all molecules can be produced from a 63 set of food molecules by the network itself (Hordijk and Steel, 2004) . Small chemical systems 64 resembling RAFs have been constructed in the laboratory ( 66 which is composed of thousands of reactions. Modern cellular metabolism is enzyme-based, 67 but >60% of enzyme mechanisms described to date involve one or more cofactors (Ribeiro et 68 al., 2018) and 40% of all proteins crystallized have a bound metal relevant to their function 69 (Guengerich, 2016) . RAFs can thus be identified in modern metabolism (Sousa et al., 2015) In search of RAFs, we investigated different levels of ancient metabolism preserved in 77 modern cells. Starting with the biosphere level of the KEGG database, we first removed all 78 eukaryote-specific reactions, and then peeled back one more layer of time by examining 79 anaerobic metabolism. The detection of a large RAF in anaerobic prokaryotic metabolism 80 prompted us to ask whether RAFs are also preserved in the metabolism of ancient anaerobic 81 autotrophs that trace to the last universal common ancestor, LUCA (Weiss et al., 2016) . As 82 far back as we could look in metabolic evolution, RAFs were found. They were found in the 83 metabolism of the acetogenic bacterium Moorella thermoacetica and the methanogenic 84 archaeon Methanococcus maripaludis, primitive lineages that live on the simplest source of 85 carbon and energy known, the H 2 -CO 2 redox couple (Baross, 2018; Fuchs, 2011 
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Two-thirds of global prokaryotic metabolism can be annotated with small-molecule 95 catalysis 96 In search of RAFs in 4-billion-year-old metabolism, we started from all 10,828 KEGG 97 reactions and purged the set of non-primordial reactions in two pruning steps. First, we 98 removed reactions assigned only to eukaryotes. Such reactions are not primordial because 99 eukaryotes arose less than 2 billion years ago (Betts et al., 2018) . Second, we excluded O 2 -100 dependent reactions, because O 2 is a product of cyanobacterial photosynthesis, which arose 101 5 about 2.4 billion years ago (Fischer et al 2016) . These pruning steps left 5847 enzyme-102 associated reactions, 66% of which involve at least one cofactor. The addition of 147 103 spontaneous reactions generated a global network comprising 5994 reactions and 5723 104 metabolites (see Materials and Methods, Figure S1 and Table S1A ). The cofactors involved 105 in this ancient anaerobic network are distributed among the five different Enzyme The largest possible RAFs (maxRAFs) in a network are of interest because they represent its 122 largest component of autocatalytic complexity. Figure 2A shows a schematic representation 123 of a RAF within a metabolic network. The maxRAFs in the global prokaryotic O 2 -124 independent network were identified for different food sets, that is, molecules provided by the 125 environment (Table S2) metabolism. The addition of peptide catalysis increases the maxRAF sizes obtained with the 196 global anaerobic network, Met, and Ace by 93%, 47%, and 25% respectively ( Table S2) . 197 This indicates that adding protein catalysis expands cofactor-supported autocatalytic sets, but A different look at the primordial network reveals a hierarchical and highly-connected 227 organization ( Figure 5) . The network is structured with a core half-moon, where the degree 228 varies from 49 to 4 (Table S4) Autocatalysis before ATP and polymers 272 Crucial catalysts can be identified by removing them from the food set. NAD + is strongly 273 embedded in the RAF and its removal reduces the size of the maxRAF by ~50% (Figure 7) . 274 Other compounds heavily impacting maxRAF size are Fe-S clusters, pyridoxal-5-phosphate 275 and divalent metals. Surprisingly, when we remove ATP from the food set of organic 276 cofactors, this has no impact on the size of the maxRAF, both for the individual networks RAFs provided with a food set containing catalysts can generate amino acids and bases 295 (Figure 4) , but the converse is not true: adding amino acids and bases to the simplest food set, 296 which includes inorganic catalysts and CO 2 (Table S2) abilities that led to the emergence of biochemical reactions (Orgel, 2008; Patel et al., 2015) . 392 
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In that view, the origin of the bases that drove that process forward is decoupled from 393 biochemical processes that are germane to modern cellular metabolism. The metabolism-first 394 school holds that spontaneous (exergonic) chemical reactions preceded reactions catalyzed by 395 genetic material, and that those exergonic reactions continuously gave rise to substrate- Detection of maxRAFs 436 All networks described above were tested for whether they contained maxRAFs with different 437 food sets, which are described in the main text and available in Table S2 . The fictional 438 catalysts "Spontaneous" and "Pooling" were added in all tests, allowing for spontaneous 439 reactions to always occur and synonymous cofactors to be equated. Pooling reactions that 440 were part of the maxRAF were not accounted for in maxRAF sizes. LUCA genes ( Figure 6C ) and significance was considered for p-values smaller than 0.0001. 530 All statistical analysis were performed in Python ver. 3.6.6 with the package scipy.stats. 531 Network properties were calculated and visualizations were produced with Cytoscape 532 (Shannon, 2003) Netherlands, for partial support in the form of a fellowship. 
